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The turntable wheels support the turntable 
continually during wrapping and while 
offloading bales. This reduces the strain on the 
centre shaft and the centre bearings. 
 
The life of the wheels is reduced dramatically if 
grass or any other material is allowed to build 
up between the wheel and mounting plate.  
 
Over greasing will encourage grass build up and 
attract foreign material. 
 
 
Changing the wheels is carried out by placing a 
jack or lever besides the wheel to be removed 
for cleaning or replacement, the turntable can 
then be jacked up a small amount so the wheel 
turns freely and a block of wood placed between 
the chasse and turntable to prevent the turntable 
from lowering. 
The wheel has two spacers either side to support 
the bearing. 
 
 
 
It is advisable to replace a set of turntable to 
ensure that the turntable sits evenly and equal 
weight is spread across all four wheels. 

Subject Turntable wheels 
Description wheel maintenance and replacement 
Modified 16-8-04 
Location underneath turntable 
Model  280 580 1080 
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All Tanco Autowrap turntable machines are fitted 
with shear pins to prevent damage to the turntable 
belt due to an obstruction on the turntable. 
 
Two spiral roll pins are mounted on the upper drive 
roller and spare pins are located taped behind the 
rear cover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject Shear pins 
Description turntable belt protection  
Modified 16-8-04 
Location behind cover on upper chain drive on turntable 
Model  280 580 1080 
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To control the overlap, stop the machine 
after a few turns. Use a marker to mark a 
line on the middle of the film wrapped on 
the bale. By the next turn this line should 
just be covered. 
It is not possible to use ether the 500mm or 
the 250mm film on the MINI WRAP 
404S/M/EH. 
 
The machine is prepared for use with the 
500mm film, when using 250mm film the 
chains from the turntables main shaft must 
be lengthened with the enclosed chain pieces and moved to the largest chain wheels. 
Line ‘A’ on the picture above shows the chain drive which controls the overlap of the 
film on the bale. 
 
The machine is equipped with gearing for 500mm film (connected at present on the 
machine pictured above) and 250mm film, optional gearing is available for 360mm film. 
Spare joining links are supplied behind the chain guard covers. 

Subject film overlap 
Description Adjusting film overlap on 404 bale wrappers 
Modified 16-8-04 
Location 404 turntable roller drive  
Model  404 S M EH 
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